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About Thinix
Founded in 2003, our original vision was to build an  
easy-to-use, guest PC to allow hotel guests to securely 
and reliably connect to the Internet. Our guest PC 
needed to securely erase user’s history and be immune to 
misconfiguration. We achieved these goals, and Thinix has 
evolved to be a leader in the industry by providing guest PCs, 
managed WiFi, and other high-value services that hotels need 
and which guests enjoy using. 

We strive to continuously innovate and improve our 
technologies to broaden our products. Thinix helps hotels 
leverage technology to drive revenue while not losing focus 
on the bottom-line cost. 

Our managed WiFi solutions have achieved some of the 
highest guest satisfaction scores in the industry. We now 
have over 17,500+ managed endpoints and 125+ million 
hours of secure uptime without any notable security breaches 
or incidents. Thinix technologies have been implemented in 
countless applications and are deployed in over 120 countries.
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• Thinix FamilySafe® WiFi — Managed Guest WiFi
• Thinix Business Center PCs & Kiosks — The Best in The Business
• Thinix RocketFailover™ — Say Goodbye to Internet Downtime
• Thinix AssuredSecurity® — Secure Your Hotel Business PCs
• Thinix iStatus® — Distributed, Multi-Site Network Monitoring

Thinix Hospitality Products:

Through our continued research, development, and 
commitment to innovate industry-leading solutions, we have 
developed a full line of world-class products that are reliable, 
secure, and simple to use. It is our hope that you will explore 
our solutions and that we can help your organization leverage 
technology to drive your business success.
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Why Thinix Solutions?

Thinix FamilySafe® WiFi
Industry Leading Managed Guest WiFi Designed For Hotels

Thinix Business Center PCs & Kiosks
Fully Managed Guest-Use PCs, Boarding Pass, & HR Kiosks

Thinix AssuredSecurity® 
Managed Endpoint Security For Hotel Business PCs

Thinix RocketFailover™
Say Goodbye to Internet Downtime

Thinix offers the most advanced program for quickly deploying a guest 
network to a hotel, resort, or multi-dwelling unit complete with enterprise 
grade gateways, lighting-fast, dual-band access points, cloud monitoring, 
and 24/7 Guest Support™. These features coupled with a seamless end-
user experience and the option of isolating peer-to-peer guest traffic 
(enhancing security) have resulted in soaring guest satisfaction scores.

Thinix supports over 17,500+ devices online with over 125+ million hours 
of secure uptime without any notable security breaches or incidents. 
Thinix PCs are used as hotel business centers, boarding pass printing 
stations, and as HR kiosks. Our PCs are highly secure, highly reliable, and 
are utilized in some of the highest-rated hotel brands in the world.

Security for hotel offices is paramount, yet securing these systems is 
traditionally difficult with PCs spread across multiple locations behind 
different firewalls. Thinix AssuredSecurity takes a comprehensive 
approach to securing these systems by applying strict security  
policies and by managing updates and monitoring; no more  
guessing if your PCs are secured.

When your primary Internet connection fails, business operations 
immediately fail. RocketFailover provides a backup Internet connection 
using 4G LTE with automatic failover and monitoring to keep your 
business running seamlessly 24/7/365. Protect your revenue and 
reputation with RocketFailover.
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Thinix 
FamilySafe® WiFi
Industry Leading Managed 
Guest WiFi Designed For Hotels

Did you know?

A whopping 80% of guests 
will not book a return stay if 
they have a bad technology 
experience¹. 

Surprise Your Guests With  
Something Unexpected 

In today’s hospitality industry, building brand 
loyalty is more important than ever. Fast Internet 
and reliable WiFi is an easy-to-fix, loyalty-creation 
opportunity. Investing in WiFi allows for increased 
profitability for years to follow. Even tiny increases 
in room revenue (RevPAR) can recoup WiFi 
investments in as little as 3-6 months.

We care about your guests too. That’s why the 
Thinix Hospitality Team delivers fast, reliable,  
cost-friendly WiFi solutions to keep your guests 
happy and coming back time after time. With 
complete integration capabilities, our hotel WiFi 
partners can experience custom engineered WiFi 
solutions, strong connections throughout every 
room, enterprise-grade equipment from leading 
vendors, and 24/7/365 Thinix GuestFirst™ Support.
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The FamilySafe® WiFi  
Security Difference

Thinix FamilySafe WiFi Standards:
• Brand Standard Terms & Conditions  

Splash Page
• Hardware Upgrade Program
• Large Scalability for the Internet of Things
• Brand Standard In-Room Instructions
• Real-time Network Monitoring
• Thinix GuestFirst™ 24/7/365 US-Based  

Help Desk Support
• Network Security & Segmentation
• Whole Property Roaming
• Easy to Deploy with Plug-And-Play Upgrades
• Detailed Per User Tracking & Reporting
• Automatic Report Generation

Recent press, news, and research have revealed 
that ransomware and other viruses can easily 
spread throughout any computer network, 
including hotel guest networks. As a result, the 
need for hotel WiFi solutions that protect guests 
from such threats has grown. FamilySafe WiFi, 
with client-isolation, works to protect guests by 
preventing the spread of viruses and malware 

“As Hotel of the Year, I needed a guest WiFi network that could keep up with my guests 
and new technology. Thinix has been great to work with and made the upgrade process 
easy. My WiFi network is running excellent and the guests, as always, are happy.”

—Kent Miller, Owner and General Manager
Comfort Suites

Thinix has solutions for all types of properties. 
Thinix Hospitality Team currently manages 
over 17,500+ devices and networks installed 
in thousands of the most trusted hotel brands 
around the globe. FamilySafe WiFi networks 
can be customized to fit with any variety of 
applications to provide a seamless end-user 
experience. Thinix has developed highly 
competitive price options for limited service 
hotels that utilize high-quality equipment to 
provide reliable connectivity. 

WiFi Reigns Supreme
The most important hotel services according to guests.

Note¹ — Statista Hotels Survey, “Just Give Me Wi-Fi.” 2017

from computer to computer connections within 
a hotel. FamilySafe WiFi keeps guest devices 
and private information much safer than in 
a traditional network setting without client-
isolation protections.

Internet Access Room Service Garage/Car Parking Wake-up Call
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Thinix Business 
Center PCs & Kiosks

Investing in your hotel is 
important, but investing in 
your guests is essential. Empower Your Guests

Let Your Staff Focus On What Matters

Thinix Business Center PCs are the world’s 
leading secure guest-use computer solution. 
With over 125+ million hours of secure uptime 
with no security breaches, Thinix Business 
Center PCs have everything your guests need 
to stay connected, productive, and informed 
with access to the Internet, various applications, 
software, printing, and much more.

According to the American Hotel and Lodging 
Association, 88% of hotels polled still had 
business centers, especially if the hotel was 
upscale². Thinix Business Center PCs are 
designed to adapt to the needs of the  
modern-day traveler. Hotel guests still expect 
the same type of integration and comfort  
levels that they would achieve with a 
traditional PC. Thinix Hospitality Team has 
recognized those evolutionary needs and 
designed business center PCs that function in 
a wide variety of environments. 

From searching local amenities to printing, our 
business center PCs are versatile all-in-one 
systems used for applications such as boarding 
pass printing stations, as well as hotel lobby 
PCs, and more. Security and patch management 
is built into every Thinix Business Center PC 
at no additional charge to ensure user privacy 
is safeguarded and reliable PC operation is 
maintained. With custom branding, Thinix 
Business Center PCs are artfully designed to 
match brand standards at no additional charge. 

Thinix Hospitality Team provides regular system 
updates, best-in-class information security, 
and a dedicated support team to keep your 
PC system safe and reliable for guests. An 
exceptional guest experience enhanced by 
effortless, hospitality-focused technology 
is our goal — keeping your guests satisfied, 
connected, and coming back. 

Fully Managed Guest-Use PCs, 
Boarding Pass, & HR Kiosks

Note² — American Hotel and Lodging Association 2012 Survey.
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Main Features Include:

“I’ve worked with Thinix for several years and have implemented their WiFi and business 
center solutions into many of our upgraded and new construction hotel projects. I trust 
their technical recommendations and I know that I’m getting a high performance and 
reliable solution at a good price.”

— Paul McHenry, Regional Manager
 Blue Sky Hospitality

On average, hotel 
operators save up to 
30% more by using 
Thinix Business 
Center PCs versus 
the competitors’.

Effortlessly Convert Your Existing 
PCs with Thinix RetrofitTM

Your Hardware. Our Security & Reliability.

No new hardware is needed to get the same 
great features and benefits of a traditional  
all-in-one Thinix Secure PC. Simple and  
hassle-free, Thinix Retrofit converts your  
existing PC(s) to help you save big! 

For more information contact us at 
sales@thinix.com

Fully Branded: 

Integrated Security:

Privacy Protection: 

Preconfigured: 

Thinix GuestFirst™ 
Support:

Every Business Center/Kiosk is branded (at no extra charge) for the environment, 
complete with optimized interfaces for individual partner brand logos.

With customizable restrictions and functions, our systems are locked-down, 
stopping cyber attacks and preventing your Business Centers/Kiosks from 
displaying inappropriate content, making them secure and incredibly reliable. 

Failsafe Timeout ensures each user logs out when done, while Thinix All-Clear™ 
securely deletes browsing history and files after a user session finishes,  
delivering a safe experience for all of your guests. 

Our user-friendly, eneterprise-grade equipment comes preconfigured and is 
easily deployed so that your Business Center/Kiosk is up and running in no time.

To reduce your IT resource costs, our expert developers and technicians are 
available to help you with your Business Center/Kiosk.
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“Our staff and guests have experienced a 
noticeable improvement after we implemented 
RocketFailover. Now, when our primary ISP is 
down, staff can continue to process payments 
and check in guests without any interruption. 
My favorite part is that the guests don’t even 
know we are having Internet issues now! 
Makes for a positive experience for our guests.”

— Fannie M., General Manager
 Ramada
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What happens when your hotel’s business Internet  
connection goes down? 

Say Goodbye To Internet Downtime

Keep Your Hotel Up, Even When  
The Internet Goes Down

Protect Your Hotel’s Performance With:

Internet connectivity is more critical than ever, 
and unscheduled downtime is guaranteed to 
have an effect on guest-centered operations 
such as check-ins, bookings, and more. When 
the Internet is down, business is at a standstill.

Reservation systems and business email 
have been joined by Internet of Things (IoT) 
gadgets like Internet-enabled door locks and 
whole-building management systems. Most 
hotels today have a plan for dealing with 
emergencies when Internet access fails, but 
every new wave of technology is a renewed 
call for hotel operators to strengthen and 
streamline their business continuity.

Our Thinix RocketFailover innovation allows us 
to provide highly reliable Internet connectivity 
for hotel business operations using 4G LTE. 
As core hotel services have moved to the 
Cloud, the need for 100% connection uptime 
is obvious. When Internet connections fail, 
guest service fails. We’ve pioneered the use 
of RocketFailover technology to provide 
automated connection failover for hotels’ 
business operations. With RocketFailover, 
even if your primary Internet service fails, your 
hotel operations continue to operate reliably. 

• Preconfigured Hardware, Makes  
Installation Simple

• AlwaysOn™ 4G LTE/LTE-A Data Plan
• Thinix iStatus® Cloud Alerts
• Remote Support, Monitoring, & Updates 
• Static, Public IP Address (with Pro & 

Enterprise plans) 
• Thinix Backup WiFi™ Option
• Automated Connection Failover/Failback

“RocketFailover has been a lifesaver in our hotels. Now, 
when our local ISP is down, our staff are still able to 
check guests in and out.”

— Troy Hart, CEO
 Hart Family Hotels

Without interruption, staff can continue to 
check-in guests, schedule guest bookings, and 
service customers.

Thinix RocketFailover solutions are customized 
for our partners and include a fully-managed 
backup Internet connection over 4G LTE, an 
automatic failover hardware appliance, 4G LTE 
data service, and Thinix GuestFirst™ Support 
and monitoring.
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Managed Endpoint Security For Hotel Business PCs
Thinix AssuredSecurity

Dramatically Improve Security While Reducing Management Costs

In an industry that is technology-centered, 
hotels, resorts, and lodges face constant 
technology vulnerabilities on their business 
PCs. Protecting credit card information and 
customer identity information is an important 
concern for hotels, and managing the security 
of PCs which are in dozens or hundreds of 
locations is difficult and time-consuming. With 
the rapid proliferation of viruses, malware, and 
zero-day security issues, the problem is further 
amplified. These problems are getting worse, 
and until now, there was no single, quick fix.

Thinix Hospitality Team recognizes the 
need for more stringent PC security for 
hotel business operations. With Thinix 
AssuredSecurity, each avenue of  

Stop Security Threats In Their Tracks

What Can A Hotel Do To Protect 
Themselves And Their Guests?

It’s common for businesses to stitch together 
an ad-hoc mix of privacy settings, passwords, 
and firewall rules. However, neglected security 
areas such as consistent patch management 
and security settings undermine those security 
layers. Thinix AssuredSecurity is designed 
to bundle a full-circle approach to security, 
necessary to make hotel PCs robust and 
impenetrable. 

vulnerability is mitigated — significantly 
diminishing the security risk of stolen 
customer data — protecting both the hotel and 
guests. Hotels can focus on their core business 
and can offload the difficult task of maintaining 
secure business PCs using AssuredSecurity.

CYBERATTACKS COST An AvERAgE Of

®
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Thinix AssuredSecurity is a 
managed security service used 
to dramatically strengthen and 
support the ongoing security 
disposition of your 
front-office computers. 
AssuredSecurity 
combines a number of 
otherwise separate processes (security 
settings and policies, PC updates, application 
updates, antivirus, auditing, etc.) and 
technology into a single managed security 
service. By leveraging AssuredSecurity, hotel 
operators can accomplish the proverbial ‘do 
more with less,’ improving their security while 
lowering operational costs. 

Note³ — Effective Incident Detection and Investigation Saves Money, IDC, 2016

CYBERATTACKS COST An AvERAgE Of

Stop Security Threats In Their Tracks

Operating System Updates 
The management and installation of Windows updates 
ensure that systems are properly patched which leads to 
increased security and reliability.

Application Updates 
Thinix keeps systems up-to-date by rapidly installing common 
application updates from Adobe and other software vendors. 

Operating System Configuration
By applying and auditing hundreds of security settings, 
baseline network security is dramatically enhanced. 
Configurations enhance operational security by addressing 
both the physical, network, and software layers to reduce the 
chance of a security breach caused by malware. 

Endpoint Detection & Response (EDR)
AssuredSecurity detects and monitors 100% of active 
processes on a PC and automatically takes action to block, 
investigate, or mitigate threats.

Endpoint Protection (Antivirus) 
Cloud Managed Antivirus detects and blocks advanced 
threats including advanced persistent threats, zero-day 
threats, targeted attacks, and ransomware. Updates and 
detection patterns are automatically deployed, and systems 
are monitored to ensure that updates are applied.

Expert Technical Support 
Experts actively monitor devices and can alert upon  
issues such as impending hard drive failures to allow for  
a more proactive management. 

“We have well over 50 locations. Ensuring every computer at each location was getting updated 
and patched on a regular basis was a costly challenge. Deploying AssuredSecurity allowed us to 
meet our security goals and requirements without having to add staff because of the service layer 
that AssuredSecurity has. They don’t just push updates; they are proactively working with us on 
issues and security enhancements.”

— Eric J., VP Information Technology

Starting at just $15/PC per month, our hotel 
partners can expect a higher level of security 
at a lower cost than businesses would be able 
to achieve using traditional means, which 
allows staff to better focus their efforts on 
guest satisfaction.

³
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“Trust is something you accumulate over a lifetime 
and can lose in an instant. At Thinix we promise 
to work hard, to do the right thing, to provide 
exceptional service, and to always work to earn 
and maintain the trust of our customers.”

 – Don Van Oort, President 
Thinix 

Thinix – Built on a Foundation of Trust


